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The words Matrix, Ley lines and the Network have been associated with the occult world
and have become a field of interest for those who want to oppose the dark kingdom of
Satan. For the Christian believers involved in Spiritual warfare it will merely be a matter of
time before these concepts find their way into their discussions. Yet it seems to remain a
topic that the body of Christ know little about. This study will attempt to give an
understanding of the bigger picture on this topic.
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Godly technologies, Stones, Gates and Portals on the Network
Now that the concept of the network has been established, we can move on to a deeper
understanding. Firstly, we need to understand that the design of a network lies on more
than one place.
In the first place the network functions in the human Spirit-soul as a closed system with the
option of opening portals, vortexes or door-like of openings within the human himself. The
openings connect the one dimension of the human with the other. The spirit is connected to
the soul and the soul is connected to the body. This allows for a transfer of essence between
the three dimensions of the human within himself.
In the second place the network functions between humans. This forms a structure that lies
upon the earth, that activates the third place were the network functions, and that is
between the human and the earth and the life forms of the earth.
The fourth place where the network is designed to work, is to form a connection between
the human spirit and the third heaven, which is the essence of God Himself.


These network connections exist both in the kingdom of God and in the dark kingdom of
Lucifer. The most obvious difference between the two networks is what is being
distributed on the network. In the network of Lucifer it is the essence or nature of
Lucifer. In the network of the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob it is His essence of
Life/His nature that spreads to all that are connected to it through Christ.







On the network within the human spirit-soul you will find the following devices: You will
find a scroll. The word scroll is used in our modern vernacular simply to give some
understanding of the ancient nature of the words placed on the spirit-soul of a human.
Scripture says that before a human spirit-soul is born on the earth, all the days of his life
wee already recorded.
Secondly, you will find stones on the human spirit. The scripture underlining this
statement will be discussed in a document titled “Living Stones - Understanding the
Stones on the human Spirit-soul”. The design, position, abilities and purpose of the
stones are profound and besides for the essence or Eneshma of Jehovah, the stones on
the human spirit are the most sought after substance in the dark kingdom. They are
desperate for it in order to regain the life and ability to be like God which they have lost
after being cast out of His presence.
Humans in the cult who pursue the activation of their stones refer to it as chakras.

When all twelve stones on the human spirit are activated to function
according to their original design, there exists in that human spirit a
tremendous design to live, move and have his being in the likeness of
Jehovah, with the result of ultimately being revealed as a Son of God.
Stones in Biblical texts are the exact same technologies that are
referred to in the cult as chakras. In the Marvel Series they are
referred to as foundation stones.

It is very important for the Christian believer to understand that the designs you see in the
dark kingdom of Lucifer are designs that were hijacked and consequently corrupted, yet
these designs are still functional. That means that although the design is now in enemy
hands and used to further the cause of Lucifer, it still works. If your enemy stole the plans of
a fighter plane from you it will still work even if it is in the enemy‘s hands. The design is still
functional. However the purpose and final result achieved when the design has been
activated and used will differ dramatically from the original purpose because it is driven by
the opposite nature, or corrupted essence, of your enemy.
Therefore the spirit man, activated by the stolen essence of born-again believers, are
channelled to Lucifer to activate his nine stones and it is channelled to high ranked occult
members to activate their stones in their spirit-man. However, the designs on the stones
will be activated to act in their state of brokenness and misplacement, resulting in evil being
established in the life of the cult member and on the earth around him. The cult world will
refer to the eneshma needed for the activation of their stones as energy, and they will
attempt to find this energy from several sources.
The channelling of this energy takes place through the three aspects of the network
mentioned before: 1. the network within the human; 2. the network between humans; and
3. the networks between the human and the earth, animals and even planetary systems.
Ultimately the occult members want to gain a position where all their stones (chakras) are
activated and united to form a design.
This design is referred to as a light body in the cult. The light body will be established when
the spirit-soul of the cult member vibrates at a certain level of energy, activating a structure,
and it operates at a certain frequency. The light body will be able to travel between the
natural world and the spiritual world, thus travelling to the different levels in the earth
plane. There are 13 planes or levels. The lowest has the most traffic. Lucifer resides in the
thirteenth level and it is known as his throne.
The openings on the network that connect it to either a human, or a place on earth, or even
different places on the net itself, are called portals, doors, altars, temples, vortexes and
gates.

The original designs and structures are from God’s kingdom of light. The unbeliever dwells
in a network described as darkness and a place of death. When the spirit-soul of a human
repents for his sin, and by faith accepts Jesus Christ as His Saviour, his spirit-soul gains the
right to be removed from the corrupted network of Lucifer and to be reconnected to the
divine network in Christ. This happens when the spirit-soul is baptised. Only then can the
spirit soul be called a born again spirit-soul, as it has been removed from Lucifer’s essence of
sin, iniquity and transgressions, also known as the law of sin, and connected to the essence
of Christ, that is also known as the Law of the Spirit and is described as living water. Once
the spirit-soul is connected to the Divine network, scripture describes it as a fountain of
living water that flows from his inner man. The source of this life force is the eneshma of the
living God that is released though Christ, into the network called the Body of Christ.
When this happens, the spirit –soul becomes enlightened, and it can now move and live and
have his being between the natural and the spiritual worlds. This is best shown in the design
of the temple, where the High Priest would move between the Holies and the Holy of Holies.
In the tabernacle/temple the presence of God would be present in the form of a white cloud
hovering over the mercy seat, over the Ark of the Covenant. The breatplate with twelve
stones worn by the High Priest when he enters the Holy of Holies, and which represents the
spirit-soul of the High Priest, would be exposed to the glory/light of the living God, and it
would begin to change reflecting different frequencies of light, that together would form
white light. The natural would be touched by the supernatural, opening a divine portal
through which the priest could enter to represent the nation, and request for the
atonement of their sin.

The priest could never dwell in this glory, and was allowed only to enter in once a year. After
Chrits’s sacrifice on the cross, the veil was torn from the top to the bottom, a supernatural
event indicating that a new time and new Way had been established through Christ’s body
(a new network had been opened).
The revelations regarding the Divine Network is profound, and will, as God permits, be
discussed in the studies of Scripture following this document.
***

To be continued in the studies entitled “Living Stones - Understanding the Stones on the
human Spirit-soul”.

The Bible translation used in the text is the amplified Bible.
There is no copyright on this study material. You are welcome to make copies and share it
with the body of Christ. However please do not make any changes to the material.

